Applicator Bottles
Applicator bottles made by Fineline are one of my favorite
ways to make line. Over the years I have tried several methods
to dispense a line of paint: Oiler boilers, metal tips attached to
small plastic craft bottles, dip pens, ruling pens and even razor
blades! Most of these gave me satisfactory results but they all
had limitations. Although the different types of bottles and tips
that I tried did the job, no matter what I did I could not find a
way to seal the dispensing tips, and therefore I could not leave
my paint in the bottles.

In the summer of 2011, I was sent an applicator bottle by
Fineline and I have been in love with them ever since. Unlike
bottles of similar construction, these bottles have a unique cap
and rod system that render them virtually air tight. I have had
acrylic in mine for at least three years, and the acrylic is still
flowing. Although I use them in different ways throughout the
book, you do not need them to do any of the demonstrations.
But if you ever do get the chance to try one, beware, they are
addictive! My students have bought a boatload of them and
continue to discover exciting ways to use them.

Test the Flow

Fine and Standard Tip Bottles on Dry Paper

Before you use your filled applicator bottles, test the flow
on a paper towel or scrap of paper. If your paint isn’t flowing
as you like, adjust the viscosity with distilled water. To avoid
over-diluting your paint, use an eyedropper or pipette to add
water to the bottle. If your paint flows too easily, you can
always add more undiluted paint to the bottle.

If you wish to have well defined lines and lines with a variety
of widths, fill both the fine and standard tip applicator bottles
with fluid acrylic and use on dry paper. Test the flow. You
may not need to dilute the paint in the standard tip bottle,
but you’ll have to dilute the acrylic for use with the fine tip.
Viscosity and speed of application all affect the quality and
width of the line.

Feather Your Lines With a Fine Mist Spray Bottle

Extend Color Using a Brush

While the lines are still wet, use a fine mist spray bottle and
spritz them with water. The effects will vary by how dry the
line is, how thin the paint is and the mist pattern of your bottle.

While the line is still wet, draw a damp brush down the side
of the line. This will pull color out from the line while leaving
the line in tact. This can be an effective way to integrate lines
into underlying layers of paint.

Fineline Applicator Bottles
Fineline Applicator bottles come empty with two different tip sizes: standard (18-gauge) and fine (20-gauge). These tips are
designed to be air tight so that once you fill the bottles your paint can remain in them. Fineline also makes replacement caps
for High Flow Acrylic paint, which eliminates the need to transfer the paint out of the original bottle. Remember to always
recap your bottles immediately after use.

Suggestions for Use
Applicator bottles can be filled with a variety of materials. I primarily use the standard tip, but depending on
your purposes both sizes can be very useful. For some suggestions for general use as well as guidelines for
when you might choose to use one tip over the other visit ArtistsNetwork.com/abstract-explorations.

Visit ArtistsNetwork.com/abstract-explorations for bonus content.
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Mist Paper With Water

Use Applicator Bottles on Wet Paper

Use a fine mist spray bottle and lightly spritz water onto the
paper. Immediately draw a line of paint across the surface.
The line will feather as the paint comes in contact with the
droplets of water. To achieve this effect, do not saturate the
paper with the spray bottle.

Use a fine or standard tip applicator filled with fluid acrylic
that has been diluted just enough to dispense easily from the
bottle. Completely wet your paper with water, and begin to
draw lines of paint across the surface. The paint will disperse
while retaining its linear quality.

Use Very Diluted Paint

Drip Diluted Paint

Use the fine tip applicator filled with paint that has been
diluted to a watery consistency. Quickly draw the tip across
a surface that is saturated with water or paint. The lines that
you draw won’t maintain much of their linear quality but will
instantly bloom out in riotous color. Be careful to apply little
or no pressure to the applicator bottle to avoid dispensing
too much paint.

Use paint that is diluted to a watery consistency in the fine tip
applicator bottle. Hold the bottle above the surface of your
paper, and drip paint onto a wet surface. Combine this with
lines drawn through the wet surface to produce a variety of
free-flowing patterns. For a more defined drip pattern, drip
paint onto a dry surface.

Demo Sample
This little painting was done almost completely with the
applicator bottles. It was one of the first times that I used
the applicator bottles, and I was demonstrating them to my
students. After the initial lines of color were applied to damp
and wet paper, I extended some of the color with a brush and
let it dry. Then I simply added a glaze to create the outer
frame of color.
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Use Thinned White Gesso in the Standard Tip

Use Gesso or Opaque Paint for Your Signature

Pour white gesso into a standard tip applicator bottle and thin
with distilled water as necessary. Use the applicator bottle
to draw patterns onto paper or Yupo that has been coated
with black gesso.

In addition to pattern, you can produce legible or illegible
calligraphy with little effort using opaque paint or gesso.

Glaze Transparent Paint Over the White Gesso

Use Applicator Bottles to Add Finishing Details

Once your white pattern is dry, you can transform the white
into whatever color you wish by glazing transparent color
over all or portions of the pattern or writing. The underlying
black gesso will tint a bit with the application of transparent
glaze, which can aid in integrating the pattern into the black
layer.

Add pizazz to paintings by adding little details with an
applicator bottle. Cobalt Teal is used to add dots and circles
to finish up this little sample. White gesso was used to add
the steam coming off the cup.

Map Out the Possibilities
Right now your heart may be beating a little faster just thinking of all the different things you can do with these
little bottles filled with different paints and used on different colored papers. I have a dozen ideas to suggest,
but I want you to have the joy of discovering some of them on your own. Use the mind mapping example from
earlier, and let your imagination run like a child.
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